
Tips for English 2 Honors Outcome A, Benchmark 2 (& Academic Writing in General) 

- Italicize book titles (no quotation marks) 

- Use the claim formula; include all parts  

- Reference tone & theme notes (see teacher page for examples) 

- No contractions (don’t = do not) or abbreviations (spell everything out; & = and) 

- No 1st/2nd person pronouns (no I, me, you, us, we, our, etc.) 

- No “this quote shows”-type statements 

- Be specific, precise, and clear (no vague/generic/cliché words or phrases; no “thing” or “good” etc.) 

- Be concise (no unnecessary words or repetition; no “that”) 

- Use MLA format (TNR 12 font, heading, header, double space, etc. - see Purdue OWL website for help) 

- Don’t offset literary work titles with commas (yes → In the novel The Road, Cormac…) 

- Use present tense (yes → he walks no → he is walking or he walked) 

- Provide much more original thought/analysis than textual evidence or summary 

- Utilize appropriate transitions throughout 

- Connect evidence to entire claim (device, tone, theme)  

- Read your writing before submitting; listen for errors; edit/revise 

Body Paragraph Format 

- Topic sentence (split your claim in two, use synonyms) 

- Provide background/context for quote  

- Blended sentence for evidence (T.C.S. lead in + quote + MLA citation)  

- Explain EFFECTS of DIDLS device (common associations) 

- Connect quote to tone 

- Connect quote to theme 

- Concluding statement (re-word topic sentence + transition to next paragraph) 
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Thesis/Claim Statements =  Type + Title + Author + DIDLS + tone + subject + theme.  

Example Thesis Statement for Tone/Theme Analysis using the poem “Savages” 

 In the poem “Savages,” Alan Menken and Stephen Schwartz utilize indignant diction and sensory imagery to 

create a critical tone toward racism proving people often unjustly dislike and mistreat others who appear different.  

 

Integrated Evidence =  (context + blended lead in + direct quote + MLA citation + analysis/connection to thesis) 

Example Integrated Evidence using the poem “Savages”  

 The European settlers of Jamestown discuss their plans for swift revenge upon the Native American 

tribe who has taken John Smith. John Ratcliffe, the leader of the settlers, instigates bloody revenge and 

advocates for swift destruction, calling the tribe “filthy little heathens” and “vermin” (Menken and Schwartz 2 

and 6). By calling the settlers “heathens” and “vermin”, Ratcliffe removes their humanity by declaring them as 

different, other, and animalistic. The words “heathens” and “vermin” describe the Natives as uncivilized, 

unclean, and less valuable than human beings. It also implies they can be killed without guilt as one would 

exterminate rats. The authors portray the settlers as the true savages due to their use of degrading diction, 

revealing the critical tone toward their single-minded hatred. The settlers’ callous, vile attitude towards the 

Natives is unfounded as it based solely on appearances that contrast their own rather than human interactions 

and thus, it is untenable. 
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